ISC/REGISTERS REPORT OF ACTIVITIES 2018-2021

ISC/Registers meeting convened in Ljubljana, at the Cankarjev Dome, on August 28th from 12:00 to 16:00. At this time, we learned that Panayotis Tournikiotis and Marieke Kuipers, who served for a long time as members of the ISC/Registers were stepping down.

The members reviewed, in accordance with Docomomo International, the status of the National Working Parties (NWP) and their compliance with the fiches and MOMOVE entries. In agreement with Docomomo International, we established that NWP should have submitted at least 30 fiches and the information of at least 50 buildings for MOMOVE, but we strongly advised to reach 50 fiches and include 100 buildings in MOMOVE.

In addition, we asked for two Good Practice Fiches, and a bibliography with 5 to 10 essential books or articles of the Modern Movement architecture in each country, with a photo of the cover. An important role of these fiches, was their contribution to the Docomomo Rehabilitation Award.

PLAN OF ACTION 2021-2022

ISC/Registers will continue monitoring the fiches submitted by the new NWP, as well as the ones of the NWP that have not fully comply with this requirement. Also, we will insist on their participation in MOMOVE.

Since the new fiches on Good Conservation Practice have been accepted by many NWP, we have now several good examples. It will be important, in accordance with Docomomo International, to decide on the best way to make them available to the community.

The members of the ISC/Registers will be accessible, to review the fiches and contribute with Docomomo International in this endeavour.

The plan for the documentation homework will be decided during the ISC/Registers meeting of July 30th 2021.
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